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Abstract. With the Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis (ACH) largely discredited, the ACH2.0 theory of Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) has been recently introduced. Within the framework of the ACH2.0, AD is triggered by amyloid-� protein precursor
(A�PP)-derived intraneuronal A� (iA�) and is driven by iA� produced in the A�PP-independent pathway and retained
intraneuronally. In this paradigm, the depletion of extracellular A� or suppression of A� production by A�PP proteolysis,
the two sources of A�PP-derived iA�, would be futile in symptomatic AD, due to its reliance on iA� generated independently
of A�PP, but effective in preventing AD and treating Aging-Associated Cognitive Decline (AACD) driven, in the ACH2.0
framework, by A�PP-derived iA�. The observed effect of lecanemab and donanemab, interpreted in the ACH2.0 perspective,
supports this notion and mandates AD-preventive clinical trials. Such trials are currently in progress. They are likely, however,
to fail or to yield deceptive results if conducted conventionally. The present study considers concepts of design of clinical
trials of lecanemab, donanemab, or any other drug, targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA�, in prevention of AD and
treatment of AACD. It analyzes possible outcomes and explains why selection of high-risk asymptomatic participants seems
reasonable but is not. It argues that outcomes of such AD preventive trials could be grossly misleading, discusses inevitable
potential problems, and proposes feasible solutions. It advocates the initial evaluation of this type of drugs in clinical trials for
treatment of AACD. Whereas AD protective trials of these drugs are potentially of an impractical length, AACD clinical trials
are expected to yield unequivocal results within a relatively short duration. Moreover, success of the latter, in addition to its
intrinsic value, would constitute a proof of concept for the former. Furthermore, this study introduces concepts of the active
versus passive iA� depletion, contends that targeted degradation of iA� is the best therapeutic strategy for both prevention
and treatment of AD and AACD, proposes potential iA�-degrading drugs, and describes their feasible and unambiguous
evaluation in clinical trials.
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INTRODUCTION

The clinical trials of candidate drugs for
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Aging-Associated
Cognitive Decline (AACD) described in the present
study have been designed within the framework of the
Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis version 2.0 (ACH2.0)
theory of AD. The ACH2.0 refers to its predecessor,
the ACH, an interpretation of AD that has been largely
discredited. Despite a similarity in their designations
(“ACH” and “ACH2.0”), the two theories of AD are
fundamentally different. Their only common element
is the centrality of amyloid-� (A�) as the causative
agent in the disease. But even this limited and nar-
row commonality is superficial: Whereas in the ACH,
AD is caused by extracellular A�, within the frame-
work of the ACH2.0 the disease is triggered by the
intraneuronal amyloid-� protein precursor (A�PP)-
derived A� (iA�) accumulated to the critical level,
and its symptomatic stage is driven by iA� generated
in the A�PP-independent, self-perpetuating pathway.
The fundamentals of the ACH2.0 are described and
analyzed in detail elsewhere [1–4] and its princi-
ples are briefly summarized in the following section
below.

The requirements for potential AD drugs within
the ACH2.0 framework are distinctly different from
those defined in the ACH. Within the ACH, the drugs
(referred to below as “ACH-based”) are designed
to reduce the levels of extracellular A�. Within the
framework of the ACH2.0, on the other hand, the
potential AD drugs are intended to reduce the levels of
iA�. Since the ACH-based drugs affect only extracel-
lular A� (e.g., various mAbs, such as lecanemab and
donanemab) and the A�PP proteolysis (e.g., BACE1
inhibitors), within the ACH2.0 framework they would
be completely ineffective in symptomatic AD, that
is driven by the A�PP-independent iA� production
pathway, which is insensitive to the above-mentioned
drugs [1–4].

On the other hand, within the framework of the
ACH2.0, ACH-based drugs, if administered suffi-
ciently early pre-symptomatically, could be effective
in prevention of AD by precluding A�PP-derived
iA� from reaching the critical level and triggering
the activation of the A�PP-independent iA� produc-
tion pathway, the event which initiates the disease;
this would delay or prevent the commencement of
symptomatic AD for the duration of a treatment.

The ACH2.0 also provides guidelines for the
design of conceptually different type of AD and
AACD drugs [1–4]. These drugs act via the deple-

tion of iA� by its targeted degradation (reviewed
in detail in [1, 4] and briefly discussed below)
and are potentially effective both preventively and
at the symptomatic stages of the disease. As ana-
lyzed below, whereas the design of clinical trials
of the ACH2.0-guided drugs is relatively straight-
forward, the potential outcomes of clinical trials
of the ACH-based drugs in prevention of AD are
highly problematic. The present study analyzes these
outcomes, discusses the inevitable challenges, and
proposes feasible solutions.

PRINCIPLES OF THE AMYLOID
CASCADE HYPOTHESIS 2.0: THE
ENGINE THAT DRIVES AD

To better orient the reader, the present section
briefly summarizes the Amyloid Cascade Hypothe-
sis 2.0 (for in-detail description, see [1, 2, 4]). The
ACH2.0 fundamentals include four core principles
[1–4]. The first is that AD is both caused and driven
by intraneuronal, rather than by extracellular, A�
(posited in [1, 4]; supported by the observations in
[5–17]). The second principle posits that AD is a
two-stage disease [1, 2, 4]. The largely asymptomatic
stage One is a decades-long accumulation of iA�
produced in the A�PP proteolytic/secretory path-
way; when it reaches the critical level, it triggers the
stage Two: the iA�-anchored devastating cascade that
includes tau pathology and culminates in neuronal
loss [1–4]. The third ACH2.0 principle postulates that
stage Two of AD is driven by iA� produced in the
A�PP-independent pathway [1, 2, 4]. The fourth AD
principle asserts that the bulk, if not the entire out-
put of the A�PP-independent A� production pathway
is not secreted but is retained intraneuronally and,
consequently, perpetuates its own production [1, 4].
Thus, in the ACH2.0, iA�, generated by two discrete
AD stage-specific cellular mechanisms, namely the
A�PP proteolysis at the first stage and the A�PP-
independent process at the second stage, powers the
entire course of the disease [1, 2, 4].

The life-long accumulation of A�PP-derived iA�
occurs physiologically via two distinct mechanisms.
The first mechanism is cellular uptake of secreted
A� [18–33]. It appears that A� is internalized pre-
dominantly in the oligomerized form and that A�
oligomerization is a prerequisite for its cellular uptake
[23]. Thus, A�42 is taken up twice as effectively as
A�40 because of its increased propensity to aggregate
[20, 23]. The second source of A�PP-derived iA� is
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its retention within the neuron [34–44]. The bulk of
A� produced by A�PP proteolysis undergoes gamma
cleavage on the external plasma membrane and is
secreted. However, a fraction of A�PP and/or its C99
fragment is processed on the intracellular membranes
in various cellular organelles [37, 38]. This fraction
is retained intraneuronally.

Both the internalization of secreted A� and the
retention of A� generated on the internal cellular
membranes occurs physiologically in healthy humans
as well as in future and current AD patients [33];
what distinguishes healthy and AD-destined individ-
uals is the efficiency of these two components of the
influx of A�PP-derived iA� and, consequently, the
rate of its accumulation. Consistent with this notion,
all known mutation(s) or factors that protect from
AD reduce the rate of A�PP-derived iA� accumu-
lation whereas the opposite is true for all known
familial AD (FAD)-causing mutations and factors
predisposing to AD [4]. For example, members of
the ApoE family were shown to mediate internal-
ization of extracellular A� [22]. The ApoE4 does
it more effectively than other ApoE isoforms and,
consequently, predisposes its carriers to AD [22].
Mutations in A�PP and in the presenilins that facili-
tate generation of the A�42 isoform expedite its influx
into the iA� pool via more effective cellular uptake
of the secreted peptide; this, in turn, increases the
rate of A�PP-derived iA� accumulation and causes
familiar AD [20]. Another example is the Swedish
A�PP mutation that facilitates the gamma cleavage of
the C99 fragment of A�PP on the intracellular mem-
branes and thus increases the influx of A�PP-derived
iA� via its intraneuronal retention [43]. This ele-
vates the rate of its accumulation and, consequently,
causes familial AD. Similarly, some PSEN muta-
tions increase the retention of A� produced in the
A�PP proteolytic pathway within neuronal cells by
facilitating the gamma-cleavage of C99 on internal
(rather than on plasma) membranes; this also causes
FAD [44].

In terms of the ACH2.0, A�PP-derived iA�, accu-
mulated to sufficient levels, elicits the integrated
stress response (ISR) [45–55]. The elicitation of the
ISR happens via iA�-mediated activation of the PKR
and/or HRI kinases; both processes were shown to
occur in multiple model systems [55–61] and, in the
case of PKR, in AD-affected neurons [56, 57]. iA�-
mediated activation of the PKR kinase occurs either
via TNF� [60] or through the stimulation of the PKR
activator protein, PACT [61], whereas activation of
the HRI kinase occurs via the OMA1-DELE1-HRI

signaling pathway [62, 63] as a consequence of mito-
chondrial distress shown to be caused by the high
levels of iA� [64–80]. PKR and/or HRI phosphory-
late eIF2� at the serine 51 residue; when this occurs,
the elicitation of the ISR ensues [45–48].

Under the ISR conditions, global cellular protein
synthesis undergoes a severe reduction. Simulta-
neously, however, translation of selected mRNAs,
notably including those encoding specific tran-
scription factors, is significantly increased [45–50].
Apparently, these translation products contain
components crucial for the operation of the A�PP-
independent iA� production pathway [1, 4]. When
the latter is activated, the production of iA� increases
and, because it is retained within the cell, its intra-
neuronal levels are drastically and rapidly elevated.
Increased iA� levels both drive the AD pathology and
sustain the activity of PKR and/or HRI; this, in turn,
maintains the ISR, which propagates the operation
of the A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway
and perpetuates the continuous influx of iA�. These
incessant cycles of iA�-mediated propagation of its
own generation, which continuously elevate its levels
and thus promulgate a cascade of cellular events that
include tau pathology and culminate in the neuronal
loss, constitute the Engine that drives AD. The acti-
vation and operation of the AD Engine are depicted
diagrammatically in Fig. 1.

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE IS DEFINED BY
THE DYNAMICS OF ACCUMULATION OF
INTRANEURONAL A�: T1 THRESHOLD
ARBITRATES BETWEEN HEALTH AND
DISEASE

The dynamics of the iA� accumulation in health
and in AD is summarized in Fig. 2 (for more complete
analysis, see [4]). In healthy individuals (Fig. 2A),
A�PP-derived iA� accumulates via the two mech-
anisms described above but it does not reach the
T1 threshold, which activates the A�PP-independent
iA� production pathway, within an individual’s lifes-
pan. This, in fact, is the prevailing scenario: indeed,
only a minority of the population develops AD. In
this minority (which nevertheless translates into over
hundred millions of individuals worldwide), A�PP-
derived iA� levels reach and cross the T1 threshold
in affected neurons within a relatively narrow time
window [1, 4] as shown in Fig. 2B. Following the
T1 crossing, the A�PP-independent iA� production
pathway is activated, commencing the second AD
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Fig. 1. Principles of the Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis 2.0: The Engine that drives AD. Left box: The life-long accumulation of intraneuronal
A� (iA�) produced in the A�PP proteolytic pathway. It occurs via internalization of secreted extracellular A� and through retention within
the neuron of a fraction of A� generated by gamma-cleavage of the C99 fragment of A�PP on intracellular rather than on plasma membranes.
Middle box: iA�, accumulated to the critical threshold, mediates the elicitation of the integrated stress response, ISR (or of a yet undefined
pathway marked XXX). This occurs via the documented activation of two eIF2� kinases, PKR and HRI (other eIF2� kinases, or yet
unidentified mediators denoted ???, could be also involved). Activated PKR and/or HRI phosphorylate eIF2�; this triggers the ISR. Top
box: The ISR provides component(s) critical for the operation of the A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway thus activating it; the bulk
of the iA� output in this pathway is retained intraneuronally. Right box: The increased influx of iA� generated in the A�PP-independent
pathway substantially elevates its steady-state levels, thus sustaining the activity of PKR and/or HRI that maintain the ISR, which propagates
the operation of the A�PP-independent A� generation pathway and perpetuates the continuous influx of iA�. These continuous cycles of
iA�-mediated propagation of its own generation constitute the Engine that drives AD. Arched arrows: The AD Engine, continuous cycles
of iA�-stimulated propagation of its own production.

stage. iA� levels rapidly increase in a relatively wide
stochastic distribution and trigger a cascade which
includes tau pathology. When iA� levels in indi-
vidual neurons reach the T2 threshold, cells commit
apoptosis. When a fraction of affected neurons lose
their functionality and/or die, AD symptoms mani-
fest. Importantly, at this time the bulk of the affected
neurons have already crossed the T1 threshold [1, 4].
When sufficient portion of the affected neurons com-
mit apoptosis, the disease enters its end-stage (shown
in Fig. 2B).

It should be emphasized that the first AD stage
earns its name post-factum, only if and when the T1

crossing and the second AD stage occur, otherwise
this is just a normal physiological process depicted in
Fig. 2A. In terms of the ACH2.0, therefore, AD com-
mences with the crossing of the T1 threshold and the
activation of the A�PP-independent iA� production
pathway [1, 2, 4]; accordingly, the “second AD stage”
is synonymous and interchangeable with “AD”. Ther-
apeutic implications of the processes shown in Fig. 2
are simple: Delay the crossing of the T1 threshold and
the commencement of AD is delayed, preclude it and
the disease is prevented, interrupt the operation of
the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway and
the progression of AD is stopped [4].
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Fig. 2. T1 threshold arbitrates between health and disease: AD is defined by the dynamics of iA� accumulation. Blue lines: Levels of iA� in
individual AD-affected neurons. Threshold T1: The level of A�PP-derived iA� that triggers cellular processes resulting in the activation of
the A�PP-independent generation of iA�. Threshold T2: The level of iA� and the consequent degree of neurodegeneration causing cellular
commitment to apoptosis and acute AD symptoms. Red blocks: Apoptotic zone. Panel A: Levels of iA� do not reach the T1 threshold
within the lifetime of an individual; no AD occurs. Panel B: the neuronal crossing of the T1 threshold occurs within a narrow time window.
Subsequent to the crossing of the T1 threshold, the A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway is activated, the rate of iA� accumulation
is sharply elevated and its levels advance toward and cross the T2 threshold in a broad stochastic distribution; the temporal duration of this
distribution determines the duration of the disease. Orange field: A zone where drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� would have
no effect on the disease. For details see main text.

In the second AD stage, the operation of the
A�PP-independent pathway generating A�, which
is retained intraneuronally as iA�, renders the A�PP
proteolytic A� production pathway irrelevant for the
progression of the disease. This is because the con-
tribution of the latter into the iA� pool becomes
insignificant in comparison with that of the A�PP-
independent iA� generation pathway. This is the
reason why, with the exception of lecanemab and
donanemab (see below for their effect in early symp-
tomatic AD), all candidate AD drugs that either
deplete extracellular A� or suppress the operation
of the A�PP proteolytic pathway could not and did
not have any beneficial effect at symptomatic stages
of the disease. However, in the ACH2.0 paradigm,
these drugs can and should be effective in prevention
of AD if administered prior to the T1 crossing and
the activation of the A�PP-independent iA� produc-
tion pathway [1, 4]. Indeed, depletion of extracellular
A� lowers its pool and decreases the rate of its
internalization. This would reduce both the influx
of A�PP-derived iA� and its rate of accumulation.
Consequently, the crossing of the T1 threshold and
the commencement of the second AD stage should
be at least delayed. Suppression of A� production

in the A�PP proteolytic pathway would reduce its
pools both extra- and intracellularly. This should
result in the reduction of both components of the
A�PP-derived iA� influx: its uptake and retention,
and potentially could be even more effective in delay-
ing or preventing the T1 crossing than the depletion of
extracellular A� alone. Importantly, these strategies
would work only with neurons where iA� levels have
not yet crossed the T1 threshold. The orange field
in Fig. 2B signifies a zone where these approaches
would have no effect on the disease because at this
point the T1 threshold has been crossed by and A�PP-
independent iA� production pathway was activated
in all affected neurons rendering them unresponsive
to this type of drugs.

ACH2.0-BASED MECHANISTIC
INTERPRETATION OF THE EFFECT OF
LECANEMAB AND DONANEMAB IN
EARLY AD: PROOF OF CONCEPT FOR
ITS POTENTIAL EFFICIENCY IN
PREVENTION OF THE DISEASE

The above considerations bring us to the case of
lecanemab, donanemab, and similar drugs (the fol-
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lowing is a short summary of an in-detail analysis
presented in [3]). Lecanemab is, essentially, a mon-
oclonal antibody binding oligomerized extracellular
A� [81]. In doing this, it sequesters the intermediate
of the cellular uptake of extracellular A� (discussed
above) and thus should be especially effective in
reducing the influx of A�PP-derived iA� via its inter-
nalization. In its clinical trial, it was administered
to the subjects who have already manifested AD
symptoms. In the light of the above discussion, it
should not have worked. Yet it did work, albeit only
marginally [81]. In terms of the ACH2.0, there is one
and only one interpretation that explains both why
lecanemab worked in clinical trials and why the effect
was marginal [3]. Since lecanemab could be effective
only with the neurons that have not yet cross the T1
threshold, it has to be assumed that sufficiently early
symptoms were utilized in trial subjects’ selection
and at the time of the drug’s administration a frac-
tion of the affected neurons in selected participants
have not yet crossed the T1 threshold. Figure 3A
depicts diagrammatically the initial state, i.e., iA�
levels in the affected neurons of an individual partic-
ipant immediately prior to the drug administration.
The bulk of the affected neurons (blue lines) have
already crossed the T1 threshold and a fraction of
them have also crossed the T2 threshold and triggered
AD symptoms, whereas another neuronal fraction
(green lines) has not yet reached the T1 threshold.
Figure 3B shows the end-stage of the evolution of the
initial state in the absence of the drug: all affected
neurons, including the “green” fraction, have crossed
the T2 threshold; this is the end-stage of the disease.
Figure 3C and 3D depict two potential outcomes of
the evolution of the initial state in the presence of
the drug. In both panels, neurons that crossed the T1
threshold are not affected by the drug and progress
toward the T2 threshold. The fate of the “green” neu-
ronal fraction, on the other hand, depends on the
efficiency of the drug. In Fig. 3C, the drug reduces the
rate of A�PP-derived iA� accumulation but its lev-
els continue to increase. Eventually they would cross
the T1 threshold even in the presence of the drug and
would progress toward and cross the T2 threshold;
they fate would be the same as in Fig. 3B but with a
delay. In Fig. 3D, the drug reverses the accumulation
of A�PP-derived iA�, i.e., the decrease in its influx
is sufficient to allow the physiologically occurring
degradation and clearance to shift the balance toward
the decrease of its levels. In this scenario the “green”
neuronal fraction does not cross the T1 threshold and
is “redeemed” for the duration of the treatment.

Conceptually similar results were recently
obtained with donanemab, a humanized IgG1
antibody directed at an N-terminal pyroglutamate
A� epitope that is present only in established plaques
[82–84]. Its mode of operation is, in fact, identical
to that of lecanemab. Indeed, as discussed in [3], by
sequestering extracellular A� deposits, donanemab
shifts the equilibrium of extracellular A� processing
toward formation of plaques and thus reduces the
levels of extracellular soluble A�. This, in turn,
reduces the rate of extracellular A� internalization,
inhibits the influx of iA�, and suppresses the rate of
its accumulation.

In this interpretation of the effect of lecanemab and
donanemab in early AD, the drugs worked preven-
tively, not curatively, and their effect was marginal
because the neuronal fraction that responded to them
was marginal. On the other hand, this interpreta-
tion constitutes a proof of principle for potential
effect of lecanemab, donanemab, and other drugs that
reduce the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in the pre-
vention of AD. Such effect is illustrated in Fig. 4. In
this scenario, the drug is administered to an asymp-
tomatic individual. Crucially, the individual is not
only asymptomatic but A�PP-derived iA� levels in
his/her neurons have not yet reached the T1 threshold.
In Fig. 4A, the drug reduces the rate of A�PP-
derived iA� accumulation but its level continue to
increase. The reduction in the rate of A�PP-derived
iA� accumulation could be sufficient to prevent the
T1 threshold crossing within the lifespan of the indi-
vidual. However, if the individual’s lifespan is long
enough and the T1 crossing eventually occurs, the
second AD stage would ensue but with a considerable
delay. In Fig. 4B, the reduction in the influx of A�PP-
derived iA� is sufficient to reverse the rate of its
accumulation. Its levels would continue to decrease;
neither T1 crossing nor AD would occur for the dura-
tion of the treatment.

CONCEPTS OF DESIGN AND OUTCOMES
OF CLINICAL TRIALS OF DRUGS
TARGETING THE INFLUX OF
A�PP-DERIVED iA� IN PREVENTION OF
AD, WITH ALL PARTICIPANTS AT
SUB-T1 LEVELS OF iA�

The present and several following sections are
concerned with the design of AD-preventive clin-
ical trials of lecanemab or donanemab, or other
drugs capable of reducing the influx of A�PP-derived
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Fig. 3. Effect of lecanemab and donanemab in early symptomatic AD. Blue and green lines: Individual affected neurons. Green lines:
A fraction of affected neurons that have not reached the T1 threshold at the start of lecanemab or donanemab treatment. iA�: Level of
intraneuronal A�. T1 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering, plausibly via activation of PKR and HRI kinases, elicitation of the ISR and
initiation of A�PP-independent production of iA�. T2 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering neuronal entrance into the apoptotic pathway. Red
blocks: Apoptotic zone. Orange fields: The duration of lecanemab or donanemab treatment. Panel A: The initial state of iA� levels in affected
neurons at the start of treatment. Panel B: Evolution of the initial state in the absence of a treatment. The “green” neuronal fraction reaches
the T1 threshold, iA� levels in both neuronal fractions crosses the T2 threshold and AD enters the end-stage. Panels C and D: Evolution
of the initial state in the presence of the drug; note that the drug has no effect over the T1 threshold. Panel C: The rate of accumulation
of A�PP-derived iA� in “green” neuronal fraction is reduced but its levels continue to increase. Eventually, they reach the T1 threshold,
cross the T2 threshold and cells commit apoptosis. The fate of the “green” neuronal population is the same as in panel B but occurs with a
delay. Panel D: The drug reverses the accumulation of A�PP-derived iA�. Levels of A�PP-derived iA� do not reach the T1 threshold in
the “green” neuronal fraction; it is redeemed for the duration of the treatment.

iA�. In any version of such trials only asymp-
tomatic individuals are selected as subjects. However,
“asymptomatic” is not synonymous with “sub-T1”
iA� levels: the latter ensures the former but not
the other way around. An individual can remain

asymptomatic for a substantial duration after lev-
els of A�PP-derived iA� in his/her affected neurons
have crossed the T1 threshold but have not reach
the symptoms-causing levels. In this case, the A�PP-
independent iA� generation pathway is activated but
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Fig. 4. Prevention of AD with drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA�: Two outcomes. Blue lines: Individual affected neurons.
iA�: Level of intraneuronal A�. T1 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering, plausibly via activation of PKR and HRI kinases, elicitation of
the ISR and initiation of A�PP-independent production of iA�. T2 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering neuronal commitment to apoptosis.
Red block: Apoptotic zone. Orange fields: The duration of the treatment. Note that the treatment commences prior to the crossing of the
T1 threshold and that the drug has no effect over the T1 threshold. Panel A: The rate of accumulation of A�PP-derived iA� is reduced
but its levels continue to increase. Eventually, they reach the T1 threshold, activate the second AD stage, cross the T2 threshold and cells
commit apoptosis. A substantial delay in the T1 crossing may prevent it within the lifetime of an individual (not shown). Panel D: The drug
reverses the accumulation of A�PP-derived iA�. Levels of A�PP-derived iA� do not reach the T1 threshold; the neurons are redeemed for
the duration of the treatment.

it can take a considerable time for its product (iA�)
to accumulate to symptoms-causing levels. On the
other hand, as is demonstrated below, whether or not
cohorts participating in trials include asymptomatic
individuals who have crossed the T1 threshold would
make a drastic difference in the outcomes of these tri-
als. To determine whether A�PP-derived iA� levels
have crossed the T1 threshold is challenging. Since
the T1 threshold differs individually, the best objec-
tive operational criteria to define it is the activation of
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway. How-
ever, whereas the activity of this pathway can be
determined in a model system by the occurrence of
C99 and/or A� containing the additional N-terminal
methionine (described in detail in [1, 4]), such deter-
mination is currently not feasible in clinical trial
subjects.

Figure 5 considers an AD-preventive trial scenario
where all participants are not only asymptomatic but
also sub-T1, i.e., their iA� levels are below the T1
threshold. In this figure, each blue line represents
the iA� levels in the neurons of an individual par-
ticipant. Figure 5A depicts the initial state: the iA�
levels of individual participants at the start of the trial.

Figure 5B shows the evolution of the initial state
in the absence of the drug in the placebo cohort.
If the composition of trial cohorts reflects that of
general population, neurons in the majority of par-
ticipants would not cross the T1 threshold within
their lifetime; these subjects would not develop AD.
In those individuals who cross the T1 threshold,
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway would
be activated and the levels of iA� would rapidly (in
comparison with the sub-T1 stage) increase. When
iA� levels reach the Ts threshold (“Ts” stands for
“symptomatic threshold”) and cross into the “Symp-
tomatic Zone” (pink field), AD symptoms would
manifest.

Figure 5C and 5D depict the evolution of the ini-
tial state in the presence of the drug (orange fields).
In Fig. 5C the drug reduces the rate of A�PP-derived
iA� accumulation but its levels continue to increase.
If and when they reach and cross the T1 thresh-
old, rates of accumulation of iA�, produced at this
stage predominantly in the A�PP-independent path-
way, would be the same as in the placebo group
since this pathway is not affected by the drug. The
Symptomatic Zone would be reached, and AD symp-
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Fig. 5. Design and outcomes of clinical trials of drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in prevention of AD, with all participants
at sub-T1 levels of iA�. iA�: Level of intraneuronal A�. Blue lines: iA� levels in individual trial participants. T1 threshold: Levels of iA�
triggering, plausibly via activation of PKR and HRI kinases, elicitation of the ISR and initiation of A�PP-independent production of iA�.
Ts threshold: Levels of iA� triggering manifestation of AD symptoms. Pink fields: AD Symptomatic Zone. Orange fields: The duration
of the treatment. Note that the treatment commences prior to the crossing of the T1 threshold in all participants and that the drug has no
effect over the T1 threshold. Panel A: The initial state of iA� levels in individual participants at the start of treatment. Panel B: Evolution
of the initial state in the absence of a treatment results in two distinct outcomes. In a fraction of participants the rate of accumulation of
iA� is such that it does not cross the T1 threshold within the lifetime of an individual. In those participants where the T1 crossing occurs,
the A�PP-independent pathway of iA� production is activated, its rate of accumulation increases, its levels cross the Ts threshold and
AD symptoms manifest. Panels C and D: Evolution of the initial state in the presence of the drug. Panel C: The rate of accumulation of
A�PP-derived iA� is reduced but its levels continue to increase. In some subjects, eventually, they reach the T1 threshold and cross into the
Symptomatic Zone; the outcome is the same as in panel B but occurs with a delay. In other subjects the delay is sufficient to prevent the T1
crossing and the occurrence of the disease within the lifetime of an individual. Panel D: The drug reverses the accumulation of A�PP-derived
iA�. Its levels do not reach the T1 threshold and no disease occurs in all trial subjects for the duration of the treatment.
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toms would manifest but with a considerable delay
(in comparison with the placebo group). In Fig. 5D,
the drug reverses the accumulation of A�PP-derived
iA�. Consequently, its level would steadily decline
in all participants. Neither T1 threshold would be
crossed nor AD symptoms would manifest for the
duration of the treatment (and for a certain time fol-
lowing the treatment if it is terminated; see below
on the subject). In this type of AD-preventive trial,
the effect of the drug would be readily evident in
comparison with the placebo results.

CONCEPTS OF DESIGN AND OUTCOMES
OF CLINICAL TRIALS OF DRUGS
TARGETING THE INFLUX OF
A�PP-DERIVED iA� IN PREVENTION OF
AD, WITH A FRACTION OF
ASYMPTOMATIC SUBJECTS AT
OVER-T1 LEVELS OF iA�

In the absence of means to determine the extents
of the T1 threshold and to measure the levels of iA�
and the activity of the A�PP-independent iA� pro-
duction pathway, to conduct the trial described in the
preceding section, with all participants at sub-T1 iA�
levels, is truly challenging. The only realistic way to
assemble sub-T1 participants would be to limit them
to low-risk individuals of age at least a decade below
statistical age of the onset of sporadic AD (which
is about 65 years). But in such a case, it would be
over a decade until enough AD cases would occur
in the placebo group to establish the effect of a drug
in the medicated cohort. In an alternative approach,
selecting asymptomatic trial subjects of age close
to or over the statistical age of the sporadic AD
(SAD) onset, and, moreover, favoring high-risk par-
ticipants, using criteria such as the increased load of
A� plaques or elevated tau levels to select individ-
uals close to symptomatic manifestation of AD [81,
85], would inevitably result in a significant fraction of
asymptomatic trial subjects with iA� levels over the
T1 threshold and, consequently with the operational
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway.

The scenario, which includes a fraction of asymp-
tomatic participants with over-T1 levels of iA� is
considered in Fig. 6. Figure 6A shows the initial state.
It includes a fraction of trial subjects whose iA� lev-
els are over the T1 level but who are asymptomatic
and indistinguishable from the rest of the participants.
The evolution of this initial state in the absence of the

drug (Fig. 6B) is similar to that shown in the preced-
ing section. In addition to the over-T1 fraction where
the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway has
been already activated, more participants would cross
the T1 threshold. iA� levels would rapidly increase
and when they reach the Symptomatic Zone, AD
symptoms would manifest as shown in Fig. 6B.

The evolution of the initial state in the presence of
the drug, illustrated in Fig. 6C and 6D, is interesting.
With the exception of the initial over-T1 fraction of
participants, this evolution is identical to that shown
in the preceding section. In Fig. 6C, where the drug
only reduces the A�PP-derived iA� influx and, con-
sequently, the rate of its accumulation, the crossing of
the T1 threshold and the manifestation of AD symp-
toms would be delayed. In Fig. 6D, where the drug
reverses the accumulation of A�PP-derived iA�,
there would be neither new T1 crossings nor manifes-
tations of AD symptoms at least for the duration of
the treatment. Importantly, however, the initial over-
T1 fraction would continue, unimpeded, its progress
toward and into the Symptomatic Zone, unaffected
by the drug. Consequently, for a substantial duration,
possibly a number of years, the trial outcomes in the
medicated cohort would be similar to those in the
placebo group. In this type of clinical trial, a situa-
tion may arise akin to that seen in the lecanemab trial
[3, 81], namely that in over-T1 individuals a fraction
of affected neurons would remain sub-T1 in the initial
state. In such a case, medicated over-T1 fraction may
develop AD symptoms partially or slower in com-
parison with the placebo group, but even such results
would still obscure and/or distort the actual effect of
the drug. The utmost importance of this complica-
tion for the design, conduct, and evaluation of trials
of drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in
the prevention of AD warrants a separate section for
its analysis (see the following section below).

OUTCOMES OF AD-PREVENTIVE
TRIALS IN MEDICATED AND PLACEBO
COHORTS COULD BE SIMILAR FOR A
SUBSTANTIAL DURATION BEFORE
DIVERGING

The present section analyzes a temporal segment
of the scenario discussed in the preceding section,
representing only the duration of the evolution of the
initial over-T1 fraction of trial participants (referred
to below as the “time period of interest”). The initial
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Fig. 6. Design and outcomes of clinical trials of drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in prevention of AD, with a fraction of
asymptomatic participants at over-T1 levels of iA�. iA�: Level of intraneuronal A�. Blue lines: iA� levels in individual trial participants.
T1 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering, plausibly via activation of PKR and HRI kinases, elicitation of the ISR and initiation of A�PP-
independent production of iA�. Ts threshold: Levels of iA� triggering manifestation of AD symptoms. Pink fields: AD Symptomatic Zone.
Orange fields: The duration of the treatment. Note that the treatment commences prior to the crossing of the T1 threshold in all participants
and that the drug has no effect over the T1 threshold. Panel A: The initial state of iA� levels in individual participants at the start of treatment;
note that in a fraction they are over the T1 threshold. Panel B: Evolution of the initial state in the absence of a treatment results in two distinct
outcomes. In a fraction of participants the rate of accumulation of iA� is such that it does not cross the T1 threshold within the lifetime of
an individual. In those where the T1 crossing occurs (or occurred, i.e., the initial over-T1 fraction), the A�PP-independent pathway of iA�
production is activated, its rate of accumulation increases, its levels cross the Ts threshold and AD symptoms manifest. Panels C and D:
Evolution of the initial state in the presence of the drug. Panel C: With the exception of the initial over-T1 fraction, the rate of accumulation
of A�PP-derived iA� is reduced but its levels continue to increase. Eventually, they reach the T1 threshold and cross into the Symptomatic
Zone but with a delay; in some subjects the delay is sufficient to prevent the T1 crossing within the lifetime of an individual. Panel D:
With the exception of the initial over-T1 fraction, the drug reverses the accumulation of A�PP-derived iA�. Its levels do not reach the T1
threshold and no disease occurs in all trial subjects for the duration of the treatment. Importantly, in panels C and D, the initial over-T1
fraction would continue its progress toward and into the Symptomatic Zone, largely unaffected by the drug. Consequently, for a substantial
duration, possibly a number of years, the trial outcomes in the medicated cohort would be similar to those in the placebo group; eventually,
they would drastically diverge.
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Fig. 7. In clinical trials of drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in prevention of AD, with a fraction of asymptomatic participants
at over-T1 levels of iA�, outcomes in medicated and placebo cohorts could be similar for a substantial duration before diverging. iA�: Level
of intraneuronal A�. Blue lines: iA� levels in individual trial participants. T1 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering, plausibly via activation of
PKR and HRI kinases, elicitation of the ISR and initiation of A�PP-independent production of iA�. Ts threshold: Levels of iA� triggering
manifestation of AD symptoms. Pink fields: AD Symptomatic Zone. Orange fields: The duration of the treatment. Green field: duration of the
evolution of the initial over-T1 fraction of trial participants (referred to as the “time period of interest”). Note that the treatment commences
prior to the crossing of the T1 threshold in all initially sub-T1 participants and that the drug has no effect over the T1 threshold. Panel A:
The initial state of iA� levels in individual participants at the start of treatment; note that in a fraction of trial subjects they are over the T1
threshold. Panel B: Evolution of the initial state in the absence of a treatment for the duration of the period of interest. Note that, in addition
to the initial over-T1 fraction, more trial subjects enter the second AD stage pipeline but none of them reaches the Symptomatic Zone. Panels
C and D: Evolution of the initial state in the presence of the drug during the period of interest. In both panels the initial over–T1 fraction
crosses the Ts threshold and AD symptoms manifest. No additional AD crossings occur. Note that the only difference in the outcomes in the
medicated and placebo cohorts within the time period of interest is the presence in the latter of additional subjects in the second AD stage
pipeline who remain asymptomatic.

state shown in Fig. 7A is the same as in the pre-
ceding section (Fig. 6 above), its main feature is the
presence of a fraction of asymptomatic participants
whose iA� levels have already crossed the T1 thresh-

old and where the A�PP-independent iA� production
pathway has been already activated. The evolution of
the initial state in the absence of the drug within the
time period of interest is shown in Fig. 7B (trans-
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parent green field). In the initial over-T1 subjects,
iA� levels, driven in the A�PP-independent path-
way, rapidly increase, cross into the Symptomatic
Zone, and trigger the manifestation of AD symp-
toms. Within this time period, iA� crosses the T1
threshold in many additional trial subjects who thus
enter the second AD stage pipeline. In these partic-
ipants, A�PP-independent iA� production pathway
is activated and iA� levels rapidly increase. How-
ever, by the time of completion of the evolution of
the initial over-T1 fraction, in none of the additional
participants do iA� levels reach the Symptomatic
Zone.

In Fig. 7C, the presence of the drug (orange field)
causes the reduction of the rate of A�PP-derived
iA� accumulation and, consequently, no T1 crossings
occur within the time period of interest. In panel D
the presence of the drug reverses the accumulation of
A�PP-derived iA� and also precludes the T1 cross-
ings within the time period of interest. Thus, within
the time period of interest the only difference in the
outcomes in the medicated and the placebo cohorts
would be the presence in the latter of numerous sub-
Ts cases in the second AD stage pipeline, absent
in the former. These cases, however, would remain
asymptomatic and therefore undetectable and invisi-
ble in the analysis of the outcomes. With additional
time (not shown on Fig. 7), these new cases would
reach the Symptomatic Zone, AD symptoms would
manifest, and the outcomes in the medicated and
placebo cohorts would diverge, but if the trial were
terminated within the time period of interest (defined
above), it would be considered either ineffective or a
failure.

Importantly, such outcome is expected even if only
a minor fraction of selected cohorts are over-T1 indi-
viduals. Figures 6 and 7 depict a situation where the
composition of trial cohort reflects the general popu-
lation and only a few percent of trial participants have
iA� levels exceeding the T1 threshold. If high-risk
cohorts are selected on the basis of their likelihood
to develop symptomatic AD in the near future as
described in [82–85], the majority of the participants
could be over-T1, and the results of the trials, even
over the long duration, could be grossly distorting and
misleading. As described below, the possibly extraor-
dinary, practically unfeasible, duration of trials of
drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in
the prevention of AD is one of the reasons why these
drugs should be first evaluated in clinical trials for the
treatment of AACD.

AACD ZONE: AGING-ASSOCIATED
COGNITIVE DECLINE IS DRIVEN BY
AND SHOULD BE RESPONSIVE TO
DRUGS TARGETING THE INFLUX OF
A�PP-DERIVED iA�

In terms of the ACH2.0, AACD is an extended
segment of the first stage of AD, which occurs in
individuals with sufficiently high extents of the T1
threshold [2, 4]. The boundaries of AACD and its
relationship with AD are depicted diagrammatically
in Fig. 8. This figure introduces a concept of the T0

threshold, namely the iA� levels that trigger neuronal
damage manifesting as AACD [2, 4]. Figure 8 shows
the dynamics of iA� accumulation in the neurons
of an individual. In healthy individuals (Fig. 8A),
A�PP-derived iA� levels do not cross the T0 thresh-
old within their lifespan; consequently AACD does
not occur (neither does AD since the T1 threshold,
which is by definition higher than the T0, is also not
crossed).

In Fig. 8B, A�PP-derived iA� levels do cross the
T0 threshold and thus trigger AACD. As iA� levels
increase, so do the neuronal damage and the sever-
ity of the condition. If the T1 threshold is not crossed
within the lifespan of an individual, AACD continues
for the remaining portion of the individual’s lifetime
(not shown). If and when A�PP-derived iA� lev-
els cross the T1 threshold, AACD morphs into AD
(Fig. 8B). Therefore, the T0 and T1 thresholds define
the lower and upper boundaries of AACD; the contin-
uum of A�PP-derived iA� levels between these two
thresholds constitutes the “AACD Zone” (gradient-
pink boxes).

Because AACD is driven by iA� produced in
the A�PP proteolytic/secretory pathway and either
imported or retained within the neuron, potential
AD-preventing drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-
derived iA� should be effective in the treatment of the
condition. The dual efficiency of such drugs in both
AD and AACD is, in fact, indicated by and consistent
with the observed effect of the Icelandic A� mutation
which protects from both AD and AACD [86, 87] by
lowering the rate of A�PP-derived iA� accumulation
[1, 2, 4]. Two potential outcomes of the deployment
(orange fields) of such a drug (e.g., lecanemab or
donanemab, or a drug suppressing A� production
by A�PP proteolysis) are shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 8C and 8D. In both panels, the reduction of
the influx of the A�PP-derived iA� causes a decrease
in its rate of accumulation.
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Fig. 8. Effect of drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in treatment of Aging-Associated Cognitive Decline (AACD). Blue lines:
Levels of iA� in individual AD-affected neurons. Threshold T0: iA� levels that trigger neuronal damage manifesting as AACD. Threshold
T1: The level of A�PP-derived iA� that triggers cellular processes resulting in the activation of the A�PP-independent generation of iA�.
T2 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering neuronal commitment to apoptosis. Red block: Apoptotic zone. Gradient-pink boxes: “AACD Zone”,
the continuum of A�PP-derived iA� levels between T0 and T1 thresholds. Orange fields: The duration of the treatment. Note that the
treatment commences prior to the crossing of the T1 threshold and that the drug has no effect over the T1 threshold. Panel A: In healthy
individuals, A�PP-derived iA� levels do not cross the T0 threshold within their lifespan; consequently AACD does not occur. Panel B:
A�PP-derived iA� levels cross the T0 threshold and thus trigger AACD. As iA� levels increase, so do the neuronal damage and the severity
of the condition. If the T1 threshold is not crossed within the lifespan of an individual, AACD continues for the remaining portion of the
individual’s lifetime (not shown). If and when A�PP-derived iA� levels cross the T1 threshold, AACD morphs into AD. Panel C: The drug
is administered within the AACD Zone. The rate of accumulation of A�PP-derived iA� is reduced but its levels continue to increase. If the
T1 threshold is not crossed within the remaining lifetime, AACD would not evolve into AD and the progression of AACD in the treated
individual would slow down for the duration of the treatment. If, under the treatment, the T1 threshold would be eventually crossed (not
shown), AACD would evolve into AD which would be unaffected by the drug. Panel D: The reduction in the influx of A�PP-derived iA�
is such that its accumulation is reversed and its levels are steadily decreasing for the duration of the treatment. The progression of AACD in
the treated patient ceases. His/her condition improves and when the declining levels of A�PP-derived iA� exit the AACD Zone, the patient
would be, at least technically, “cured”.

In Fig. 8C, the rate of accumulation is reduced but
levels of A�PP-derived iA� continue to increase. If
the T1 threshold is not crossed within the remain-
ing lifetime (as shown in Fig. 8C), AACD would

not evolve into AD and the progression of AACD
in the treated individual would slow down for the
duration of the treatment (orange field). If, under
the treatment, the T1 threshold would be eventu-
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ally crossed (not shown in Fig. 8C), AACD would
evolve into AD which would be unaffected by the
drug, as discussed above. In Fig. 8D, the reduction
in the influx of A�PP-derived iA� is such that its
accumulation is reversed and its levels are steadily
decreasing for the duration of the treatment (orange
field). The progression of AACD in the treated indi-
vidual should cease. Patient’s condition is likely to
improve with the treatment and when the declining
levels of A�PP-derived iA� exit the AACD Zone
(gradient-pink box), the patient would be, technically,
“cured”.

CONCEPTS OF DESIGN AND OUTCOMES
OF CLINICAL TRIALS OF DRUGS
TARGETING THE INFLUX OF
A�PP-DERIVED iA� IN TREATMENT OF
AACD, WITH ALL PARTICIPANTS AT
THE SUB-T1 LEVELS OF iA�

Figure 9 depicts a scenario of clinical trial of drugs
targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in treat-
ment of AACD (each blue line represents individual
trial participant). In this scenario, all participants have
been diagnosed with AACD and in none of the par-
ticipants did the levels of A�PP-derived iA� cross
the T1 threshold. Figure 9A shows the initial condi-
tion, i.e., iA� levels of individual participants at the
beginning of the trial; all these levels are within the
AACD Zone (gradient-pink box). Figure 9B shows
the evolution of the initial condition in the absence of
a drug. The levels of A�PP-derived iA� increase and
if/when they cross the T1 threshold (this depends on
the lifespan of an individual), the A�PP-independent
iA� production pathway is activated, the rate of iA�
accumulation increases, and when its levels reach the
AD Symptomatic Zone (pink box), AD symptoms
manifest.

Figure 9C and 9D show the evolution of the initial
condition in the presence of the drug (orange fields).
In Fig. 9C, the reduction of the influx of A�PP-
derived iA� results in the decrease of the rate of its
accumulation but its levels continue to increase. In
a fraction of participants, the decrease in the rate of
A�PP-derived iA� accumulation is sufficient to pre-
vent the T1 crossing within their lifespans. In another
fraction of participants A�PP-derived iA� levels do
eventually reach and cross the T1 threshold. In this
fraction A�PP-independent iA� production pathway
is activated, iA� levels reach and cross into the AD
Symptomatic Zone. AD symptoms manifest but with
considerable delay in comparison with the placebo

group, and while the condition remains AACD (i.e.,
while the T1 threshold is not crossed), cognitive
decline would occur slower than in the placebo group.
In panel D the reduction of the influx of A�PP-
derived iA� is such that the rate of its accumulation is
reversed, and its levels are declining. Neither the T1
threshold is crossed nor AD manifests for the dura-
tion of the treatment. Moreover, patients’ condition
should improve and those whose A�PP-derived iA�
levels decline below the T0 threshold would be, at
least technically, cured.

Importantly, the strict selection of trial subjects
with only early AACD symptoms, who by defini-
tion have elevated T1 thresholds, would substantially
minimize and probably eliminate the possibility of
the inclusion in the trial of participants with initial
over-T1 iA� levels, resulting in unequivocally inter-
pretable outcomes. On the other hand, if participants
with late AACD and, potentially, over-T1 iA� levels
were included in the trial, this could greatly com-
plicate the outcomes as discussed in the following
section.

CONCEPTS OF DESIGN AND OUTCOMES
OF CLINICAL TRIALS OF DRUGS
TARGETING THE INFLUX OF
A�PP-DERIVED iA� IN TREATMENT OF
AACD, WITH A FRACTION OF SUBJECTS
AT OVER-T1 LEVELS OF iA�

If participants of clinical trial of a drug target-
ing the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in treatment of
AACD are selected only by the occurrence of AACD
symptoms, including its late-stage symptoms, and by
the absence of AD symptoms, it is inevitable that a
fraction of selected cohorts, although asymptomatic
for AD, would have iA� levels exceeding the T1
threshold (over-T1). The initial state of such cohort is
depicted in Fig. 10A. In this panel, in all participants
A�PP-derived iA� levels have crossed the T0 thresh-
old and entered the AACD Zone (gradient-pink box).
All participants are asymptomatic for AD yet in a
fraction of them the levels of A�PP-derived iA� have
crossed the T1 threshold and activated the A�PP-
independent iA� production pathway. In this fraction,
iA� levels are rapidly increasing but did not yet reach
the AD Symptomatic Zone (pink box). Figure 10B
shows the evolution of the initial state in the absence
of the drug. The initial over-T1 fraction continues its
ascend toward the Ts threshold. In all other partici-
pants, provided their lifespans are sufficiently long,
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Fig. 9. Design and outcomes of clinical trials of drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in treatment of AACD, with all participants
at sub-T1 levels of iA�. Blue lines: Levels of iA� in individual trial participants. Threshold T0: iA� levels that trigger neuronal damage
manifesting as AACD. Threshold T1: The level of A�PP-derived iA� that triggers cellular processes resulting in the activation of the A�PP-
independent generation of iA�. Ts threshold: Levels of iA� triggering the manifestation of AD symptoms. Pink fields: AD Symptomatic
Zone. Gradient-pink boxes: “AACD Zone”, the continuum of A�PP-derived iA� levels between T0 and T1 thresholds. Orange fields: The
duration of the treatment. Note that the treatment commences prior to the crossing of the T1 threshold and that the drug has no effect over the
T1 threshold. Panel A: The initial state of iA� levels in trial subjects. Panel B: Evolution of the initial condition in the absence of a drug. The
levels of A�PP-derived iA� increase; if/when they cross the T1 threshold, the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway is activated, the
rate of iA� accumulation increases, and when its levels cross the Ts threshold, AD symptoms manifest. Panels C and D show the evolution
of the initial condition in the presence of the drug. In panel C, the reduction of the influx of A�PP-derived iA� results in the decrease of
the rate of its accumulation but its levels continue to increase. In a fraction of participants the decrease in the rate of A�PP-derived iA�
accumulation is sufficient to prevent the T1 crossing within their lifespans. In another fraction of participants A�PP-derived iA� levels do
eventually reach and cross the T1 threshold and AACD morphs into AD. AD symptoms manifest but with considerable delay in comparison
with the placebo group, and while the condition remains AACD, cognitive decline would occur slower than in the placebo group. In panel D
the reduction of the influx of A�PP-derived iA� is such that the rate of its accumulation is reversed and its levels are declining. Neither the
T1 threshold is crossed nor AD manifests for the duration of the treatment. Moreover, subjects’ condition should improve and those whose
A�PP-derived iA� levels decline below the T0 threshold would be, at least technically, cured.

A�PP-derived iA� levels cross the T1 threshold and
activate the A�PP-independent iA� generation path-

way. When iA� levels cross the Ts threshold, AD
symptoms manifest.
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Fig. 10. Design and outcomes of clinical trials of drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in treatment of AACD, with a fraction of
participants at over-T1 levels of iA�. Blue lines: Levels of iA� in individual trial participants. Threshold T0: iA� levels that trigger neuronal
damage manifesting as AACD. Threshold T1: The level of A�PP-derived iA� that triggers cellular processes resulting in the activation
of the A�PP-independent generation of iA�. Ts threshold: Levels of iA� triggering the manifestation of AD symptoms. Pink fields: AD
Symptomatic Zone. Gradient-pink boxes: “AACD Zone”, the continuum of A�PP-derived iA� levels between T0 and T1 thresholds. Orange
fields: The duration of the treatment. Note that the treatment commences prior to the crossing of the T1 threshold and that the drug has
no effect over the T1 threshold. Panel A: The initial state of iA� levels in trial subjects. Panel B: Evolution of the initial condition in the
absence of a drug. The initial over-T1 fraction ascends toward and crosses the Ts threshold. In all other participants, A�PP-derived iA�
levels cross the T1 threshold and activate the A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway. When iA� levels cross the Ts threshold, AD
symptoms manifest. Panels C and D: Evolution of the initial state in the presence of the drug. In both panels, the initial over-T1 fraction is
unaffected by the drug and proceeds unimpeded toward the Ts threshold; the drug affects only the participants who were initially sub-T1.
In panel C the drug reduces the influx of A�PP-derived iA� and its rate of accumulation decreases. In some participants this decrease is
sufficient to prevent the T1 crossing within their lifespans. Participants whose A�PP-derived iA� levels do eventually cross the T1 threshold
enter the second AD stage but this occurs with a considerable delay in comparison with the placebo group. While participants’ condition
remains AACD, their deterioration occurs slower than in the control group. In panel D the reduction of the influx of A�PP-derived iA� is
such that the rate of its accumulation is reversed and its levels decrease. Neither T1 crossing nor the manifestation of AD symptoms occur
in participants who were initially sub-T1; their condition should improve and those whose iA� levels decline below the T0 threshold would
be technically cured. Note that the outcomes in the medicated and placebo cohorts would be similar for a substantial duration prior to their
divergence.
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Figure 10C and 10D show the evolution of the ini-
tial state in the presence of the drug (orange fields).
In both panels, the initial over-T1 fraction proceeds
unimpeded toward the Ts threshold. This is because
in this fraction iA� is produced predominantly in the
A�PP-independent pathway, which is insensitive to
the drug. Therefore, in both panels, the drug affects
only the participants who were initially sub-T1. In
Fig. 10C, the drug reduces the influx of A�PP-derived
iA� and its rate of accumulation decreases. In some
participants this decrease is sufficient to prevent the
T1 crossing within their lifespans. Participants whose
A�PP-derived iA� levels do eventually cross the T1
threshold enter the second AD stage but this occurs
with a considerable delay in comparison with the
placebo group. While participants’ condition remains
AACD (i.e., prior to the T1 crossing), their dete-
rioration occurs slower than in the control group.
In Fig. 10D, the reduction of the influx of A�PP-
derived iA� is such that the rate of its accumulation
is reversed, and its levels decrease. Neither T1 cross-
ing nor the manifestation of AD symptoms occur
in participants who were initially sub-T1; in these
trial participants condition should improve and those
whose iA� levels decline below the T0 threshold
would be technically cured.

The principal problem with this type of clinical
AACD trials is the same as described above for
AD-preventive trials: Prior to their divergence, the
outcomes in the medicated and placebo cohorts would
be similar for a substantial duration. As described
above, this problem can be easily avoided (for AACD
treatment clinical trials but not for AD-preventive
clinical trials) simply by adjusting the criteria of
selection of trial subjects. Importantly, this problem
arises only with the category of drugs that target the
influx of A�PP-derived iA�. Below, in sections on the
“active” (versus “passive”) iA� depletion, a different
category of drugs is proposed for both AD and AACD
and a different therapeutic strategy is described that
render this problem irrelevant.

TRANSIENT DEPLOYMENT OF DRUGS
TARGETTING THE INFLUX OF
A�PP-DERIVED iA� IN PREVENTION OF
AD AND TREATMENT OF AACD

Scenarios of clinical trials discussed above have
considered the effect of continuous administration
of drugs reducing the influx of A�PP-derived iA�.
It is, however, inconceivable to envision preventive

administration of lecanemab or donanemab for a
substantial duration. Both drugs need to be admin-
istered frequently and intravenously by a medical
professional. Moreover, the recipient has to be under
constant observation because both drugs were shown
to occasionally cause potentially life-threatening
brain swellings and bleedings [84, 85]. As for drugs
that suppress the production of A� in the A�PP pro-
teolytic pathway and thus reduce both components
of the influx of A�PP-derived iA�, multiple BACE
inhibitors, while very effective in their mechanistic
mission, caused adverse effects in clinical trials when
used for a long duration [88, 89].

These complications can be minimized and pos-
sibly avoided altogether if drugs were administered
transiently. The rationale for this approach is sim-
ple. A drug is administered prior to the T1 crossing,
when A� (and iA�) are produced solely in the A�PP
proteolytic pathway. If the influx of A�PP-derived
iA� is sufficiently reduced, its rate of accumulation
would be reversed, and it would be depleted through
the physiologically ongoing degradation and clear-
ance. The withdrawal of the drug would force the de
novo accumulation of A�PP-derived iA� from a low
baseline. Such accumulation is a very slow process.
Indeed, in the majority of population levels of A�PP-
derived iA� do not reach the T1 threshold within the
lifetime, and even in individuals predisposed to AD
it takes decades to reach the T1 threshold. If the iA�
depletion is substantial, a single depletion treatment
could be sufficient to prevent the T1 or T0 crossing for
the remaining portion of the lifetime. Any depletion,
in fact, would be beneficial since it would delay the
crossing of T1 or T0 thresholds and could be repeated
if necessary. Two unknowns are (a) how long the
“transient” treatment is and (b) what degree of deple-
tion it can achieve. As for the duration of transiency, it
can be defined as a time period during which the drug
does not cause an adverse effect. As for the degree of
depletion, it could be assessed experimentally in an
appropriate model system [1, 4].

The above concept is illustrated in Fig. 11A that
depicts the initial state, i.e., the levels of A�PP-
derived iA� in the affected neurons of an individual;
these levels have not yet reached the T1 threshold.
Figure 11B shows the evolution of the initial state
following the transient exposure to a drug target-
ing the influx of A�PP-derived iA� and capable of
depleting its levels. As the result, the accumulation
of A�PP-derived iA� resumes from a low baseline.
If the depletion is substantial enough, as shown in
Fig. 11B, the levels of A�PP-derived iA� may not
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reach the T1 threshold within the remaining lifetime
of the individual; in such a case, neither the T1 cross-
ing nor the manifestation of AD symptoms would
occur. Even if the iA� depletion were not as substan-
tial as shown in the figure, it still would be beneficial
through delaying the crossing of the T1 threshold and
the entry into the second AD stage.

The potential outcome of the transient administra-
tion of a drug targeting the influx of A�PP-derived
iA� and capable of depleting its levels in treatment
of AACD is shown in Fig. 11C and 11D. Figure 11C
depicts the initial state of A�PP-derived iA� lev-
els in the affected neurons of an AACD patient.
They all have crossed the T0 threshold and entered
the AACD Zone but have not yet reached the T1
threshold. Figure 11D shows the evolution of the
initial state following transient administration of the
drug. A�PP-derived iA� is substantially depleted and
its accumulation resumes from a low baseline. As
shown, its levels would not reach the T0 threshold
within the remaining lifetime of the patient; techni-
cally, the patient would be cured. In this scenario (as
shown in the figure) neither the T0 threshold would
be crossed nor AACD would recur, but any degree
of depletion of A�PP-derived iA� would also be
beneficial by delaying both events.

Importantly, a substantial delay and, possibly, pre-
vention of AD and improvement in, possibly cure
of, AACD could be achieved only if transient treat-
ment results in the meaningful depletion of iA�. If the
outcome of the treatment were only the reduction,
but not the reversal, of the rate of iA� accumula-
tion, a beneficial effect would last not much longer
than the duration of the treatment. It appears that this
just might be the case with lecanemab (and, probably,
donanemab), since, according to [85], its beneficial
effect is not retained after the withdrawal of the drug.
As was discussed above, lecanemab and donanemab
suppress only one of the two components of the influx
of A�PP-derived iA�: the internalization of extracel-
lular A�. On the other hand, drugs inhibiting the A�
production in the A�PP proteolytic pathway suppress
both A�PP-derived iA� influx components: its cel-
lular uptake and intraneuronal retention. Therefore,
these drugs, such as verubecestat, are more likely
to reverse the rate of accumulation of A�PP-derived
iA� and to deplete it. A combination of both types
of drugs, and, in addition, potential employment of
drugs increasing the rate of iA� clearance, would be
more effective than a single drug in the achievement
of this objective when administered transiently.

CONCEPTS OF DESIGN AND OUTCOMES
OF CLINICAL TRIALS OF TRANSIENT
DEPLOYMENT OF DRUGS REDUCING
THE INFLUX OF A�PP-DERIVED iA� IN
PREVENTION OF AD

The application of the above concept to clinical
trials of the effect of transient deployment of drugs
targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in pre-
vention of AD is illustrated in Fig. 12. Figure 12A
and 12B depict the scenario where the cohorts con-
sist exclusively of individuals with sub-T1 levels
of A�PP-derived iA�. Figure 12A shows the ini-
tial state of iA� levels of individual participant in
such a cohort. The evolution of this initial state in the
absence of the drug (placebo group) is identical to that
depicted in Fig. 5B and is not shown here. Briefly, a
fraction of participants cross the T1 threshold, the
A�PP-independent pathway of iA� production is
activated, its levels reach and cross the Ts thresh-
old and AD symptoms manifest. The evolution of
the initial state following the transient exposure to
the drug or a combination of drugs targeting the
influx of A�PP-derived iA� and capable of deplet-
ing its levels (orange field) is shown in Fig. 12B.
A�PP-derived iA� levels are substantially reduced in
individual participants and its accumulation resumes
from low baselines. In none of the participants does
A�PP-derived iA� reach the T1 threshold within the
remaining portion of his/her lifetime; neither the T1
crossings occur nor AD symptoms manifest. As dis-
cussed above, any degree of transient depletion would
also be beneficent since it would delay the crossing
of the T1 threshold and the entry into the second AD
stage (not shown).

Figure 12C and 12D depict the scenario where
a fraction of participants of clinical trial are still
asymptomatic but have iA� levels exceeding the T1
threshold. Figure 12C shows the initial state of iA�
levels in individual participants. With the exception
of the over-T1 fraction, individual A�PP-derived iA�
levels have not yet reached the T1 threshold. In the
initial over-T1 fraction, on the other hand, iA� is
predominantly produced in the A�PP-independent
pathway activated following the T1 crossing. Its lev-
els have not yet reached the Ts threshold and members
of this fraction remain asymptomatic. The evolution
of this initial state in the placebo group (not shown
here) is identical to that shown in Fig. 6B: in addition
to the initial over-T1 fraction more individuals cross
the T1 threshold, levels of iA� produced in the A�PP-
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Fig. 11. Effect of transient deployment of drugs reducing the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in prevention of AD and treatment of AACD.
Blue lines: Levels of iA� in individual AD-affected neurons. Threshold T0: iA� levels that trigger neuronal damage manifesting as AACD.
Threshold T1: The level of A�PP-derived iA� that triggers cellular processes resulting in the activation of the A�PP-independent generation
of iA�. T2 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering neuronal commitment to apoptosis. Gradient-pink boxes: “AACD Zone”, the continuum of
A�PP-derived iA� levels between T0 and T1 thresholds. Orange fields: The duration of the treatment. Note that the treatment commences
prior to the crossing of the T1 threshold and that the drug has no effect over the T1 threshold. Panel A: The initial state of iA� levels in
trial subjects with the low T1 threshold. Panel B: Evolution of the initial state following the transient exposure to a drug targeting the influx
of A�PP-derived iA� and depleting its levels. The accumulation of A�PP-derived iA� resumes from a low baseline. If the depletion is
substantial enough, the levels of A�PP-derived iA� do not reach the T1 threshold within the remaining lifetime of the individual; it still
would be beneficial through delaying the crossing of the T1 threshold and the entry into the second AD stage. Panels C and D: The outcome
of the transient administration of a drug targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� and depleting its levels in treatment of AACD. Panel C:
The initial state of A�PP-derived iA� levels in the affected neurons of an AACD patient. They all have crossed the T0 threshold but none
have reached the T1 threshold. Panel D: Evolution of the initial state following transient administration of the drug. A�PP-derived iA�
is substantially depleted and its accumulation resumes from a low baseline. Its levels do not reach the T0 threshold within the remaining
lifetime of the patient; technically, the patient is cured. Note that any degree of depletion of A�PP-derived iA� would also be beneficial.

independent pathway rapidly increase, cross into the
Symptomatic Zone (pink field) and AD symptoms
manifest. Figure 12D shows the evolution of the ini-

tial status following transient administration of the
drug. With the exception of the initial over-T1 frac-
tion, the levels of A�PP-derived iA� in individual
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Fig. 12. Design and outcomes of clinical trials of transient administration of drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in prevention of
AD. iA�: Level of intraneuronal A�. Blue lines: iA� levels in individual trial participants. T1 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering, plausibly
via activation of PKR and HRI kinases, elicitation of the ISR and initiation of A�PP-independent production of iA�. Ts threshold: Levels
of iA� triggering manifestation of AD symptoms. Pink fields: AD Symptomatic Zone. Orange fields: Duration of the treatment. Note that
the treatment commences prior to the crossing of the T1 threshold in all participants and that the drug has no effect over the T1 threshold.
Panel A: The initial state of iA� levels in individual participants; note that all are sub-T1. Panel B: Evolution of the initial state following
transient exposure to the drug targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� and depleting its levels. iA� levels are substantially reduced and its
accumulation resumes from low baselines. In none of the participants does A�PP-derived iA� reach the T1 threshold within the remaining
portion of his/her lifetime; neither the T1 crossings occur nor AD symptoms manifest. Note that any any degree of transient depletion would
also be beneficial. Panel C: The initial state of iA� levels in individual participants; note that a fraction of subjects is over-T1 yet still
asymptomatic. Panel D: Evolution of the initial state following transient exposure to the drug targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA�
and depleting its levels. With the exception of the initial over-T1 fraction, the levels of A�PP-derived iA� in individual participants are
substantially depleted. Its de novo accumulation resumes from low baselines; its levels do not reach the T1 threshold and AD symptoms
do not manifest within the remaining portion of the lifetime of these individuals. The initial over-T1 fraction is unresponsive to the drug
targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA�. Levels of iA�, generated predominantly in the A�PP-independent pathway, continue to increase,
cross the Ts threshold, and AD symptoms manifest. The outcomes of such trials in the medicated and placebo cohorts would be similar for
a substantial duration before diverging.
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participants are substantially depleted. Its de novo
accumulation resumes from low baselines, conse-
quently its levels do not reach the T1 threshold, and
AD symptoms do not manifest within the remain-
ing portion of the lifetime of these individuals. In the
initial over-T1 fraction the story is different. Since
in these trial participants the A�PP-independent iA�
production pathway has already been activated in the
initial state, they are unresponsive to the drug target-
ing the influx of A�PP-derived iA�. Consequently, in
these individuals, levels of iA�, generated predom-
inantly in the A�PP-independent pathway, continue
to increase, cross into the Symptomatic Zone, and
AD symptoms manifest. The outcomes of such tri-
als in the medicated and placebo cohorts would be
similar for a substantial duration before diverging, a
complication discussed in more detail above.

CONCEPTS OF DESIGN AND OUTCOMES
OF CLINICAL TRIALS OF TRANSIENT
DEPLOYMENT OF DRUGS REDUCING
THE INFLUX OF A�PP-DERIVED iA� IN
TREATMENT OF AACD

Scenarios of clinical trials assessing the effect of
transient administration of drugs reducing the influx
of A�PP-derived iA� in treatment of AACD are
considered in Fig. 13. Figure 13A and 13B illus-
trate the scenario where all participants of the trial
have iA� levels below the T1 threshold. Figure 13A
depicts the initial state of such a cohort. In all par-
ticipants, A�PP-derived iA� levels have crossed the
T0 threshold and entered the AACD Zone (gradient-
pink box). All subjects are symptomatic for AACD,
and none have crossed the T1 threshold. The evo-
lution of this initial state in the absence of the drug
(not shown here) is identical to that shown in Fig. 9B.
Briefly, provided lifespans of individual participants
are long enough, A�PP-derived iA� levels in all sub-
jects reach and cross the T1 threshold and activate the
A�PP-independent pathway generating iA�. Con-
sequently, its levels rapidly increase, reach the Ts
threshold, cross into the AD Symptomatic Zone, and
AD symptoms manifest. The evolution of the above
initial state following transient administration of the
drug suppressing the influx of A�PP-derived iA�
and depleting its levels (orange field) is shown in
Fig. 13B. A�PP-derived iA� levels are substantially
diminished in individual trial subjects. Its accumu-
lation resumes from low baselines and proceed at
slow rate. Its levels in individual trial participants do

not reach the T0 threshold within the remaining por-
tion of the lifetime. No AACD symptoms recur; the
patients are technically cured. Even if the depletion of
A�PP-derived iA� were not as substantial as shown
in Fig. 13B, it would still be beneficial since it would
delay the T0 crossing and the recurrence of AACD
symptoms.

If the participants of clinical trial of transient appli-
cation of drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived
iA� in treatment of AACD are selected only by
the criteria of the occurrence of AACD symptoms
and the absence of those of AD, and the late stage
AACD patients are included in the trial, a fraction
of the selected cohorts, although asymptomatic for
AD, would inevitably have over-T1 levels of iA�.
This scenario is considered in Fig. 13C and 13D.
Figure 13C depicts the initial state of iA� levels
in individual members of such a cohort. All par-
ticipants have crossed the T0 threshold, entered the
AACD Zone (gradient-pink box), and exhibit AACD
symptoms; none are symptomatic for AD. With the
exception of the initial over-T1 fraction, no mem-
bers of this cohort have crossed the T1 threshold.
In contrast, in the initial over-T1 fraction, A�PP-
derived iA� levels have crossed the T1 threshold
and activated the A�PP-independent iA� produc-
tion pathway; its levels are rapidly increasing but
have not yet reached the Ts threshold. The evolu-
tion of this initial state in the absence of the drug
(placebo group; not shown) is identical to that shown
in Fig. 10B. In addition to the initial over-T1 frac-
tion, A�PP-derived iA� levels cross the T1 threshold
in all trial participants. The levels of iA�, produced
predominantly in the A�PP-independent pathway,
rapidly increase, cross the Ts threshold, enter the
AD Symptomatic Zone, and AD symptoms mani-
fest. Figure 13D shows the evolution of the initial
state following transient deployment of the drug (or a
combination of drugs) targeting the influx of A�PP-
derived iA� and reducing its levels. As the result, with
the exception of the initial over-T1 fraction, A�PP-
derived iA� levels in individual trial subjects are
substantially depleted and the accumulation resumes
from low baselines. The iA� levels do not reach the
T0 threshold within trial participants’ lifespans and
AACD does not recur; these individuals are techni-
cally cured. In the initial over-T1 fraction, however,
the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway is
insensitive to drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-
derived iA�. These individuals cross the Ts threshold,
enter the AD symptomatic Zone (pink field), and AD
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Fig. 13. Design and outcomes of clinical trials of transient administration of drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� in treatment
of AACD. Blue lines: Levels of iA� in individual trial participants. Threshold T0: iA� levels that trigger neuronal damage manifesting as
AACD. Threshold T1: The level of A�PP-derived iA� that triggers cellular processes resulting in the activation of the A�PP-independent
generation of iA�. Ts threshold: Levels of iA� triggering the manifestation of AD symptoms. Pink fields: AD Symptomatic Zone. Gradient-
pink boxes: “AACD Zone”, the continuum of A�PP-derived iA� levels between T0 and T1 thresholds. Orange fields: The duration of the
treatment. Note that the treatment commences prior to the crossing of the T1 threshold and that the drug has no effect over the T1 threshold.
Panel A: The initial state of iA� levels in trial subjects; note that all are sub-T1. Panel B: Evolution of the initial state following transient
administration of the drug suppressing the influx of A�PP-derived iA� and depleting its levels. iA� accumulation resumes from low baselines
and proceed at slow rate. Its levels do not reach the T0 threshold within the remaining portion of the lifetime. No AACD symptoms recur;
the patients are technically cured. Panel C: The initial state of iA� levels in trial subjects including a fraction of subjects that is over-T1 yet
asymptomatic for AD. Panel D: Evolution of the initial state following transient deployment of the drug targeting the influx of A�PP-derived
iA� and substantially reducing its levels. With the exception of the initial over-T1 fraction, iA� is depleted and its accumulation resumes
from low baselines. Its levels do not reach the T0 threshold within trial participants’ lifespans and AACD does not recur; these individuals are
technically cured. In the initial over-T1 fraction the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway is insensitive to drugs targeting the influx of
A�PP-derived iA�. These individuals cross the Ts threshold, and AD symptoms manifest. The outcomes of such clinical trial in medicated
and placebo cohorts, although eventually diverging, would be similar for a substantial duration. Note that any degree of iA� depletion below
the T0 threshold would be beneficial by delaying the re-entry into the AACD Zone.
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symptoms manifest. The outcomes of such clinical
trial in medicated and placebo cohorts, although even-
tually diverging, would be similar for a substantial
duration.

TREATMENT OF AD AT ITS
SYMPTOMATIC STAGES: ACTIVE
(VERSUS PASSIVE) iA� DEPLETION VIA
ITS TARGETED DEGRADATION

The above discussion of therapeutic approaches
and clinical trials for prevention of AD and treat-
ment of AACD left out the proverbial Elephant in the
Room, i.e., the treatment of AD at its symptomatic
stages. The drugs considered in the preceding sec-
tions are those that target the influx of A�PP-derived
iA� and either reduce or reverse the rate of its accu-
mulation. In terms of the ACH2.0, A�PP-derived iA�
drives AACD and triggers AD [1, 2, 4]. The latter
is driven by iA� produced independently of A�PP.
The activation of A�PP-independent iA� production
pathway renders the contribution of A�PP proteolytic
pathway to the iA� pool insignificant and the path-
way itself irrelevant for the progression of AD. To
affect the course of the disease at its symptomatic
stages, one must interfere with its driving force,
the production of iA� in the A�PP-independent
manner.

Previously [1, 2, 4], we have analyzed various
approaches to realize this objective and concluded
that the most effective way to do this is to deplete
total iA� generated in both A�PP proteolytic and
A�PP-independent pathways. Indeed, if the total iA�
levels were reduced below those required for the oper-
ation of the AD Engine (see Fig. 1 above), its activity
would cease [1, 4]. The iA� depletion treatment
can potentially be administered transiently rather
than continuously. If the transient depletion of total
iA� were substantial enough, its de novo accumula-
tion would proceed solely via the A�PP proteolysis
(since the operation of the A�PP-independent iA�
production pathway would have stopped), and its
levels would not reach the T1 threshold within the
remaining lifetime of an individual. In such a case,
a single, once-in-a-lifetime iA�-depleting treatment
could be sufficient to treat the disease or to pre-
vent it if administered prior to manifestation of AD
symptoms [1–4] (please note: “prior to the symp-
tomatic manifestation of the disease”, not “prior to
the T1 crossing”; this aspect is further addressed
below).

It should be commented that the iA� depletion
treatment is proposed to be transient only because
this option is much more attractive than continuous
administration of a drug. If the former were insuf-
ficient, the latter could be implemented; it would,
however, be warranted only if transient deployment
of the transient treatment does not result in the mean-
ingful iA� depletion.

In turn, the most efficient approach to accom-
plish such profound transient depletion of total iA�
appears to be its targeted degradation. The depletion
of iA� via its targeted degradation can be consid-
ered and is referred to henceforth as the “active” iA�
depletion. The concept of the “active” depletion of
iA� is in contrast to the “passive” iA� depletion seen
in some cases of the reduction of the influx of A�PP-
derived iA�. The “passive” iA� depletion cannot
result from the reduction in the rate of its accumula-
tion alone. It is rather due to its ongoing degradation
and clearance and, consequently, to the change of the
iA� influx/efflux balance discussed above. In short,
both “active” and “passive” depletion occur due to
degradation and removal of iA�. In the former, it is
physiologically ongoing (therefore “passive”) degra-
dation and clearance assisted by the reduction in the
influx of A�PP-derived iA�, whereas in the latter it
is the forced, hence “active” iA� degradation.

Conceivably, there are, potentially, numerous
agents capable of targeted degradation of iA�. In
practical terms, however, two candidates are of prime
interest for this role. These two activities, both operat-
ing physiologically in neuronal cells, are actually the
components of the two familiar actors in the AD play
script: BACE1 and BACE2. Both activities are capa-
ble of multiple cleavages within iA� (reviewed in [1,
4]), a capacity enhanced in BACE1 by the Icelandic
A�PP mutation [86, 87] (explaining its protection
from AD and AACD) and suppressed in BACE2
by the Flemish A�PP mutation [90] (explaining its
causative role in FAD). Activators of physiologically
occurring iA�-cleaving capabilities of BACE1 and/or
BACE2 could potentially constitute potent AD drugs
[1, 4].

The effect of transient iA� depletion treatment,
either via the activation of BACE1 and/or BACE2
iA�-cleaving activities or through the employment
of any suitable iA�-depleting agent, administered
to an individual at various symptomatic stages of
AD is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 14. In
this figure, it is assumed that the transiently applied
targeted iA� degradation treatment (orange boxes)
results in its nearly complete depletion and that the
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rate of accumulation of A�PP-derived iA� remains
linear and constant both prior to and following the
active depletion treatment. Regardless of the stage of
the disease, targeted degradation of iA� results in a
reset of its levels. Since these levels are now well
below the T1 threshold, the operation of the A�PP-
independent iA� production pathway ceases and the
de novo accumulation of iA� resumes from low base-
lines, powered solely by the A�PP proteolysis and the
associated iA� influx mechanisms discussed above.
Since the post-depletion treatment iA� accumula-
tion occurs at the same slow rate as prior to the
depletion treatment, and provided the iA� depletion
is sufficiently “deep”, the A�PP-derived iA� levels
would not reach the T1 threshold and the disease
would not recur within the remaining lifetime of an
individual.

In Fig. 14A, the transient iA� depletion treatment
via its targeted degradation (orange box) is admin-
istered at the early symptomatic stage. All affected
neurons of the patient have crossed the T1 threshold
but only a small fraction entered the apoptotic zone
(red block); the majority of affected neurons at this
stage are still viable. Following the treatment, iA�
levels are reset, operation of the A�PP-independent
iA� generation pathway ceases, and the viable neu-
rons are enabled to recover and reconnect. At this
point, iA� is generated only in the A�PP proteolytic
pathway. Its accumulation resumes from a low base-
line and, as shown in the figure, the duration of its
buildup to the T1 threshold is likely to exceed the
remaining lifetime of an individual; neither the T1
threshold would be crossed, nor AD recur. Follow-
ing the treatment at the early symptomatic stage, it
could be expected that the progression of AD would
stop, the patient would stabilize and certain cognitive
recovery would possibly occur.

As the disease progresses, more and more affected
neurons cross the T2 threshold and commit apop-
tosis. This leaves progressively smaller numbers of
still viable and redeemable neurons. This progression
is shown in Fig. 14B-D. Transient active depletion
of iA� resets its levels and inactivates the operation
of the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway.
However, the number of the affected neurons enabled
to recover and restore their functionality is decreasing
with the advancement of the disease. Following the
treatment, it could be expected that the progression
of the disease would be arrested but the restoration of
cognitive functions would be increasingly unlikely at
the advancing stages of AD.

CONCEPTS OF DESIGN AND OUTCOME
OF CLINICAL TRIAL OF TRANSIENTLY
APPLIED TARGETED iA� DEGRADATION
IN TREATMENT OF SYMPTOMATIC AD

Figure 15 considers the scenario of clinical trial of
the transient active iA� depletion (its targeted degra-
dation) in treatment of symptomatic AD. The nature
of a drug enacting the active iA� depletion is not
relevant for the purposes of this narrative. It could be
the drug enhancing iA�-cleaving activities of BACE1
and/or BACE2, or it could be any other agent suit-
able for the targeted degradation of iA�. Figure 15A
depicts the initial state of the iA� levels in individual
members of selected cohorts. In this scenario, the only
selection criteria are the manifestation of AD symp-
toms. In all trial participants, A�PP-derived iA� have
crossed the T1 threshold. This crossing has activated
the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway; the
levels of iA� have rapidly increased, reached the Ts
threshold and crossed into the Symptomatic Zone
(pink field; it is shown disproportionally large in com-
parison with other figures because of its central role
in the described process). The initial state, therefore,
consists of AD patients presenting a wide spectrum
of AD symptoms. The evolution of this initial state in
untreated (placebo) cohort is trivial: in every patient
the disease progresses toward and eventually reaches
the end-stage (not shown in the figure).

The evolution of the initial state following tran-
siently implemented targeted degradation of iA�
(orange box) is shown in Fig. 15B. The active iA�
depletion treatment substantially reduces the iA� lev-
els (a complete or nearly complete iA� depletion is
shown). In every participant, the reset of iA� levels
switches off the A�PP-independent iA� production
pathway. The de novo accumulation of iA�, derived
now only in the A�PP proteolytic pathway, resumes
from a low baseline and proceeds at the slow rate.
Its levels would not reach the T1 threshold, and the
disease would not recur within the remaining life-
time of individual patients. Individual prognoses are
functions of the initial symptomatic stage when the
treatment has been administered for every trial par-
ticipant.

Some aspects of such trial could not be reflected in
the figure and need to be commented upon. Because
of the wide range of individual symptomatic stages
in the initial state, the outcomes for individual trial
participants would differ widely. In those in the early
symptomatic stages, the majority of the affected neu-
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Fig. 14. Effect of transient active iA� depletion via its targeted degradation implemented at various symptomatic stages of AD. Blue lines:
Individual affected neurons. iA�: Level of intraneuronal A�. T1 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering, plausibly via activation of PKR and
HRI kinases, elicitation of the ISR and initiation of A�PP-independent production of iA�. T2 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering neuronal
commitment to apoptosis. Red block: Apoptotic zone. Orange boxes: Active transient iA� depletion via its targeted degradation. Panel A:
The transient iA� depletion therapy via its targeted degradation is implemented at the early symptomatic stage of AD, when the bulk of
the affected neurons are still viable. Following the reset of iA� levels, their build-up starts de-novo supported only by the A�PP proteolytic
pathway. It is anticipated that iA� levels will not reach the T1 threshold and AD will not recur within the remaining lifetime of an SAD
patient. Panels B, C, and D: The transient iA� depletion via its targeted degradation is implemented at progressively advanced stages of
AD. The results are analogous to those depicted in panel A. However, at this AD stages increasing number of affected neurons cross the
T2 threshold and commit apoptosis. This leaves progressively smaller number of affected neurons that retained their viability and can be
redeemed.

rons would be redeemed and enabled to recover
and reconnect by the treatment. In these patients
not only would the progression of the disease be
arrested but also their cognitive functions are likely
to improve following the active iA� depletion treat-
ment. In trial subjects at the advanced symptomatic
stages, progressively smaller numbers of the affected

neurons would remain viable and redeemable fol-
lowing the treatment; the progression of the disease
would also be stopped but the improvement in cogni-
tive functionality would be uncertain. It should also
be mentioned that the active iA� depletion via its
targeted degradation could be a potent tool capable
of very substantial iA� depletion, sufficiently “deep”
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Fig. 15. Design and outcome of clinical trial of transiently applied targeted iA� degradation in treatment of symptomatic AD. iA�: Level
of intraneuronal A�. Blue lines: iA� levels in individual trial participants. T1 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering, plausibly via activation of
PKR and HRI kinases, elicitation of the ISR and initiation of A�PP-independent production of iA�. Ts threshold: Levels of iA� triggering
manifestation of AD symptoms. Pink fields: AD Symptomatic Zone. Orange box: Duration of the active transient iA� depletion via its
targeted degradation. Panel A: The initial state of the iA� levels in individual members of selected cohorts; it consists of AD patients
presenting a wide spectrum of AD symptoms. The evolution of this initial state in untreated (placebo) cohort (not shown) is trivial: in
every patient the disease progresses toward the end-stage. Panel B: Evolution of the initial state following transiently implemented targeted
degradation of iA�. As the result, iA� levels are completely or nearly completely depleted and operation of the A�PP-independent iA�
production pathway ceases. The de novo accumulation of iA�, derived now only in the A�PP proteolytic pathway, resumes from a low
baseline and proceeds at the slow rate. Its levels would not reach the T1 threshold and the disease would not recur within the remaining
lifetime of individual patients. Note that any iA� depletion below the T1 threshold would be beneficial since it would delay the re-entry into
the second AD stage.

not to allow the recurrence of the disease within the
lifetime of a patient. However, any depletion below
the T1 threshold would be beneficial since it would
delay the restoration of the A�PP-derived iA� lev-
els and the re-entry into the second AD stage; such
scenario could require repeated rounds of the active
iA� depletion in order to prevent the recurrence of
the disease.

CONCEPTS OF DESIGN AND OUTCOMES
OF CLINICAL TRIALS OF TRANSIENTLY
IMPLEMENTED TARGETED iA�
DEGRADATION IN PREVENTION OF AD

The great value of the active depletion of iA� via
its targeted degradation is its ability to intervene at
the symptomatic stages of AD. Importantly, it is also
capable of the prevention of AD. The present sec-

tion discusses the utilization of the transiently applied
targeted iA� degradation in the AD-preventive capac-
ity. As described below, conceptually it can do it in
the same manner as proposed above for the transient
passive depletion via the deployment of drugs tar-
geting the influx of A�PP-derived iA� (as shown
in Fig. 12 above). But agents actively depleting iA�
through its targeted degradation can arguably do it
more effectively. Significantly, they can also do it
in a fashion that solves the complications with the
presence of “over-T1” participants in clinical trials
(described above), a feature, which is unavailable
to drugs limited to the suppression of accumula-
tion of A�PP-derived iA�. Figure 16 illustrates both
these capabilities of a drug actively depleting iA�
via its targeted degradation in clinical AD-preventive
trials.

Figure 16A and 16B show the effect of a drug
actively depleting iA� in AD-preventive clinical trial
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with all participants at the sub-T1 levels of iA�.
Figure 16A depicts the initial state of iA� levels
in individual trial subjects. Not only are all partic-
ipants asymptomatic, but their iA� levels have not
yet reached the T1 threshold. The evolution of this
initial state in placebo group (not shown in this fig-
ure) is identical to that shown in Fig. 5B. Briefly,
in the majority of participants, A�PP-derived iA�
levels do not cross the T1 threshold within their
lifetimes. In those where this crossing occurs, the
A�PP-independent pathway of iA� production is
activated, its levels rapidly increase, reach the Ts
threshold, cross into the Symptomatic Zone (pink
field), and AD symptoms manifest.

Figure 16B shows the evolution of the initial
state following transient active depletion of iA�
via its targeted degradation (orange box). Levels of
A�PP-derived iA� in individual trial participants
substantially decrease and its accumulation com-
mences de novo from low baselines. Neither T1
threshold is crossed nor AD occurs within the lifes-
pans of the trial participants. Essentially the same
result is achieved in Fig.12B where a drug target-
ing the influx of A�PP-derived iA� was transiently
deployed. The transient targeted degradation of iA�
is potentially more effective, resulting in much more
substantial (“deeper”) iA� depletion but conceptually
the results with both types of drugs are identical.

The outcomes achieved with the above two types
of drugs are drastically different in clinical trials
of transient deployment of iA�-depleting agents in
prevention of AD, with a fraction of subjects at over-
T1 iA� levels. For drugs actively depleting iA� via
its targeted degradation, this scenario is depicted in
Fig. 16C and 16D. Figure 16C shows the initial
state of the iA� levels in individual trial subjects. In
the members of the initial over-T1 fraction, the iA�
levels have crossed the T1 threshold and activated
the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway. The
iA� levels have rapidly increased but have not yet
reached the Ts threshold; these trial subjects remain
asymptomatic for AD. In the rest of the trial partici-
pants the iA� levels have neither reached nor crossed
the T1 threshold. The evolution of this initial state in
the placebo group (not shown in this figure) is iden-
tical to that shown in Fig. 6B. Members of the initial
over-T1 fraction cross the Ts threshold and are thus
rendered symptomatic, In a fraction of the initially
sub-T1 trial subjects A�PP-derived iA� levels cross
the T1 threshold, the A�PP-independent iA� produc-
tion pathway is activated, the Ts threshold is reached
and AD symptoms manifest.

The evolution of the initial state following transient
active depletion of iA� via its targeted degradation
(orange box) is shown in the Fig. 16D. The levels of
iA� are substantially depleted in all trial participants.
No exception is made for the initial over-T1 fraction:
total iA� is depleted there as well, and the operation
of the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway
ceases. The de novo accumulation of iA�, gener-
ated now solely in the A�PP proteolytic pathway,
commences from low baselines in all trial subjects.
As shown in the figure, neither the T1 threshold is
reached within the remaining lifetime of individual
trial subjects, nor AD occurs.

It should be emphasized that the above outcome
obtained with the transient targeted degradation of
iA� (Fig. 16D) is both conceptually and practically
different from that potentially achieved by transient
deployment of a drug targeting the influx of A�PP-
derived iA� (Fig. 12D). To prevent symptomatic AD,
the latter must be administered prior to the crossing of
the T1 threshold whereas the former can be deployed
any time prior to the manifestation of AD symptoms.

CONCEPTS OF DESIGN AND OUTCOMES
OF CLINICAL TRIALS OF TRANSIENTLY
DEPLOYED TARGETED iA�
DEGRADATION IN TREATMENT OF
AACD

The same basic principle, formulated above,
applies also to treatment of AACD: To successfully
treat AACD, the active transient depletion of iA� via
its targeted degradation can be implemented any time
prior to manifestation of AD symptoms (in contrast
to drugs targeting the influx of A�PP-derived iA�
that must be deployed prior to the crossing of the T1
threshold). This notion is illustrated in Fig. 17, which
depicts two versions of clinical trials evaluating the
effect of transient active depletion of iA� via its tar-
geted degradation in treatment of AACD. Figure 17A
and 17B portray the scenario where all participants
of the trial have iA� levels below the T1 threshold.
Figure 17A shows the initial state of the iA� levels
in individual trial participants. In all subjects, A�PP-
derived iA� levels have reached the T0 threshold and
crossed into the AACD Zone (gradient-pink box). All
trial participants are symptomatic for AACD; none
has AD symptoms.

The evolution of the initial state in placebo cohort
(not shown in this figure) is identical to that depicted
in Fig. 9B. Levels of A�PP-derived iA� rise in all
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Fig. 16. Design and outcomes of clinical trials of transiently implemented targeted iA� degradation in prevention of AD. iA�: Level of
intraneuronal A�. Blue lines: iA� levels in individual trial participants. T1 threshold: Levels of iA� triggering, plausibly via activation of
PKR and HRI kinases, elicitation of the ISR and initiation of A�PP-independent production of iA�. Ts threshold: Levels of iA� triggering
manifestation of AD symptoms. Orange boxes: Duration of the active transient iA� depletion via its targeted degradation. Panels A and B:
Effect of transient iA� depletion via its targeted degradation in trials with all participants at sub-T1 levels of iA�. Panel A: The initial state of
iA� levels in individual trial subjects. The evolution of this initial state (not shown) is identical to that depicted in Fig. 5B. Panel B: Evolution
of the initial state following transient active depletion of iA� via its targeted degradation. Levels of A�PP-derived iA� in individual trial
participants substantially decrease and its accumulation commences de novo from low baselines. Neither T1 threshold is crossed nor AD
occurs within the lifespans of the trial participants. Panels C and D: Effect of transient iA� depletion via its targeted degradation in trials with
a fraction of participants at over-T1 levels of iA�. Panel C: The initial state of iA� levels in individual trial subjects. The evolution of this
initial state (not shown) is identical to that depicted in Fig. 6B. Panel D: Evolution of the initial state following transient active depletion of
iA� via its targeted degradation. The levels of iA� are substantially depleted in ALL trial participants including the initial over-T1 fraction.
The operation of the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway ceases and the de novo accumulation of iA�, generated now solely in the
A�PP proteolytic pathway, commences from low baselines in ALL trial subjects. Neither the T1 threshold is reached nor AD occurs within
the remaining lifetime of individual trial subjects.

trial subjects. Provided the lifespans of the trial sub-
jects are sufficiently long, these levels would cross
the T1 threshold, activate the A�PP-independent iA�

production pathway, increase rapidly, reach the Ts
threshold, cross into the AD Symptomatic Zone,
and AD symptoms would manifest. The evolution of
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Fig. 17. Design and outcomes of clinical trials of transiently implemented targeted iA� degradation in treatment of AACD. iA�: Level of
intraneuronal A�. Blue lines: Levels of iA� in individual trial participants. Threshold T0: iA� levels that trigger neuronal damage manifesting
as AACD. Threshold T1: The level of A�PP-derived iA� that triggers cellular processes resulting in the activation of the A�PP-independent
generation of iA� and the commencement of the second AD stage. Ts threshold: Levels of iA� triggering the manifestation of AD symptoms.
Pink fields: AD Symptomatic Zone. Gradient-pink boxes: “AACD Zone”, the continuum of A�PP-derived iA� levels between T0 and T1
thresholds. Orange boxes: Duration of the active transient iA� depletion via its targeted degradation. Panels A and B: Effect of transient
iA� depletion via its targeted degradation in trials with all participants at sub-T1 levels of iA�. Panel A: The initial state of iA� levels in
individual trial subjects. The evolution of this initial state (not shown) is identical to that depicted in Fig. 9B. Panel B: Evolution of the initial
state following transient active depletion of iA� via its targeted degradation. Levels of A�PP-derived iA� in individual trial participants
substantially decrease and its accumulation commences de novo from low baselines in the A�PP proteolytic pathway. Neither T0 threshold
is crossed nor AACD occurs within the lifespans of the trial participants. Panels C and D: Effect of transient iA� depletion via its targeted
degradation in trials with a fraction of participants at over-T1 levels of iA�. Panel C: The initial state of iA� levels in individual trial subjects.
The evolution of this initial state (not shown) is identical to that depicted in Fig. 10B. Panel D: Evolution of the initial state following transient
active depletion of iA� via its targeted degradation. The levels of iA� are substantially depleted in ALL trial participants including the initial
over-T1 fraction. The operation of the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway ceases and the de novo accumulation of iA�, generated
now solely in the A�PP proteolytic pathway, commences from low baselines in ALL trial subjects. Neither the T0 threshold is reached nor
AACD occurs within the remaining lifetime of individual trial subjects.
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the initial state following the transient active deple-
tion of iA� via its targeted degradation is shown
in Fig. 17B. Levels of total iA� are substantially
depleted. Operation of the A�PP-independent iA�
generation pathway stops. The accumulation of iA�,
produced only in the A�PP proteolytic pathway,
resumes from low baselines. Its levels do not reach
the T1 threshold in individual trial participants within
the remaining portions of their lifespans. AACD does
not recur; the patients are technically cured. Concep-
tually this outcome is no different from that shown in
Fig. 13B where drugs reducing the influx of A�PP-
derived iA� were employed.

These two types of iA� depleting agents, however,
yield distinctly different outcomes in trials involving
cohorts that include participants with over-T1 iA�
levels. Such scenario of clinical trial of the effect of
transiently implemented targeted degradation of iA�
in treatment of AACD is considered in Fig. 17C and
17D. Figure 17C depicts the initial state of iA� lev-
els in individual trial participants. In all participants
these levels have crossed the T0 threshold and entered
the AACD Zone (gradient-pink box). With the excep-
tion of the initial over-T1 fraction, no trial subjects
have crossed the T1 threshold. On the other hand, in
the initial over-T1 fraction, A�PP-derived iA� lev-
els have crossed the T1 threshold and activated the
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway; its lev-
els are rapidly increasing but have not yet reached
the Ts threshold. The evolution of this initial state
in the placebo group (not shown in this figure) is
identical to that depicted in Fig. 10B. In addition to
the initial over-T1 fraction, A�PP-derived iA� lev-
els cross the T1 threshold in all trial subjects. Levels
of iA�, produced now predominantly in the A�PP-
independent pathway, rapidly increase, cross the Ts
threshold, enter the AD Symptomatic Zone, and AD
symptoms manifest.

Figure 17D shows the evolution of the initial state
following transient deployment of the drug capable
of the targeted degradation of total iA�. The iA� lev-
els are substantially depleted and the operation of the
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway ceases
in all trial subjects, including members of the initial
ober-T1 fraction. The de novo accumulation of iA�,
produced now only in the A�PP proteolytic pathway,
resumes from low baselines. Its levels do not reach the
T0 threshold within trial participants’ lifespans and
AACD does not recur; these AACD patients are tech-
nically cured. Importantly, this outcome is drastically
different, both conceptually and practically, from the
outcome achieved with a drug targeting the influx

of A�PP-derived iA�. Whereas the latter would be
effective in treatment of AACD only if administered
prior to the T1 crossing, the targeted degradation of
total iA� would be efficient in treating and, possibly,
curing AACD if implemented any time prior to the
occurrence of symptoms of AD.

CONCLUSION

The present study considers concepts of design
and potential outcomes of clinical trials of two
types of AD/AACD drugs. The first type, repre-
sented by lecanemab and donanemab, includes agents
that target one or both components of the influx
of iA� produced in the A�PP proteolytic pathway:
its intraneuronal retention and/or internalization of
extracellular A�. By doing this, they suppress the
rate of accumulation of A�PP-derived iA� and either
delay or prevent it from reaching the T1 threshold and
activating the second stage of AD. In the framework
of the ACH2.0, these drugs are completely inefficient
in symptomatic AD, which is driven by iA� gen-
erated in the A�PP-independent pathway, which is
insensitive to this type of drugs. Importantly, the loss
of efficiency of these drugs occurs well before symp-
tomatic manifestation of AD; they become ineffective
with the activation of the A�PP-independent iA� pro-
duction pathway, which occurs when A�PP-derived
iA� reaches and crosses the T1 threshold, thus com-
mencing the second AD stage. Although inefficient
in the second stage of AD, within the framework of
the ACH2.0, the type One drugs should be effective
in prevention of AD and treatment of AACD. The
design of AD-preventive clinical trial utilizing this
type of drugs is challenging. It is given that the sub-
jects of such clinical trial should be asymptomatic.
However, if they are of age close to or over the statis-
tical age of the SAD onset, and, moreover, if criteria,
such as increased load of A� plaques [81] or the
occurrence of phosphorylated tau in blood samples
[86, 89], are employed to select high-risk trial par-
ticipants close to symptomatic manifestation of AD
(thus accelerating the trial), and because it is cur-
rently impossible to detect the crossing of the T1
threshold by iA� in human subjects, the selected
cohorts would inevitably include a significant, possi-
bly major, fraction of trial subjects who are, although
asymptomatic, yet with iA� levels over the T1 thresh-
old and thus unresponsive to the drug. As the result,
outcomes in the medicated cohort, if judged by cri-
teria that include cognitive fitness, could be grossly
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distorting and misleading, and similar to those seen
in placebo groups for a substantial duration, possi-
bly years, before diverging drastically. An alternative
approach, with ages of participants well in advance
to the statistical age of the onset of AD, is practically
not feasible due to the anticipated duration (probably
over a decade) of such trials.

Because AACD is driven by A�PP-derived iA�,
the type One drugs, which reduce its influx and sup-
press its accumulation, should be effective in the
treatment of the condition. The inclusion of subjects
with iA� levels over the T1 threshold in the AACD
clinical trial would be as problematic as in the AD-
preventive trial. In the case of AACD (but not of AD),
however, this situation is easily avoidable. AACD-
susceptible individuals have, by definition, a high T1
threshold level. Therefore, if the criteria for selec-
tion of trial subjects are strictly the early stages of
AACD, the presence of the over-T1 individuals in
selected cohort would be highly unlikely. In such
a case, AACD clinical trials are expected to yield
meaningful and unequivocal results within a short
duration. Therefore, the type One drugs should be
first tested in clinical trials for their effect in treat-
ment of AACD. Success of such trials would have
its intrinsic value and provide much needed tools to
address the condition. It would, moreover, constitute
a proof of concept of and provide strong indication
for potential efficiency of the drug in prevention of
AD.

The, arguably, ultimate goal, namely the ability to
interfere with AD at its symptomatic stages, requires
the inactivation of the AD Engine that drives the
second stage of the disease. This is what the type
Two of AD/AACD drugs is capable of via targeted
degradation of iA� and its depletion to levels below
those required for maintaining the activity of the
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway and thus
for perpetuating the operation of the AD Engine;
when the latter stops, the progression of the dis-
ease ceases. Moreover, the drugs of the type Two
are capable of effectively treating AACD and pre-
venting AD if deployed prior to the symptomatic
manifestation of the disease. Importantly, because
they deplete total iA� rather than only A�PP-derived
iA�, they do it regardless whether or not the T1
threshold has been crossed. Furthermore, if the tar-
geted degradation of iA� is implemented transiently
and results in its sufficiently substantial (“deep”)
depletion, its accumulation resumes from a low base-
line and may not reach the T1 threshold within the
remaining lifetime of an individual. Thus, remark-

ably, a single, once in a lifetime, iA� depletion
treatment via its targeted degradation may conceiv-
ably prevent AD, cure AACD and treat AD at its
symptomatic stage. The present study analyses con-
cepts of design of clinical studies utilizing this type
of drugs. In this case, the design of clinical trials
for both prevention and treatment of AD and AACD
is straightforward; the duration of trials is relatively
short, and the expected outcomes are definitive and
unambiguous. Potentially, any agent capable of tar-
geted degradation of iA� can serve as such drug. Of
prime interest, however, are two activities, both oper-
ating physiologically in neuronal cells. One is, in fact,
a component of BACE1 and another a constituent of
BACE2 (reviewed in [1]). Both are capable of mul-
tiple cleavages within iA�, a capacity enhanced in
BACE1 by the Icelandic A�PP mutation [82, 83],
thus explaining its protection from AD and AACD,
and suppressed in BACE2 by the Flemish A�PP
mutation [84], explaining its causative role in FAD.
Activators of these physiologically occurring iA�-
cleaving capabilities of BACE1 and/or BACE2 could
potentially constitute potent AD and AACD drugs.
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